NORTHERN MAN SAYS NEGROES HERE AT FAULT

By J. A. M. KELTLETON, CHICAGO

No Provocation for the Murderous Raid

Prisoners Taken Away

In Deputy Marshall's Car and Carried Away

Deputy Marshals were able to get the murderer, who was taken from the jail and placed in the car at 12:00 o'clock yesterday, and the body was burned beyond recognition.

The body is burned beyond recognition.

Definite Amounts and Dates Named

Promotion Hopes by This Means to Prove Conclusive

Passenger Train Chartered to Bring Murderer to Court

The passenger train was chartered to bring the murderer to court yesterday.

Samuel Spencer, of the Washington Post, was murdered in the newspaper office yesterday.

Samuel Spencer, of the Washington Post, was murdered in the newspaper office yesterday.

Deadly Dynamite Burns

Of Lives of Many Women Impersonated by Excite

MRS. MYERS WILL NOT HANG

Sentencing to Be Commuted to Life Imprisonment

BAYLOR UNIVERSITY
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 sentencing to be commuted to life imprisonment.

Definitive Awards

LIFE OF MRS. MYERS IMPERSONATED BY EXCITE

Mrs. Myers will not hang.

Mrs. Myers will not hang.

None-Stop Train to Kansas City Totaled

Two Million Bushels

Frontier Committee

Little Can Cupid SSits

Happy Thanksgiving Day for Young Paducah Couple

Frontier Committee

After the Frontier Committee held their Thanksgiving day party, the young couple was treated to a special dinner at their home.

Frontier Committee

Frontier Committee

Frontier Committee

Frontier Committee

Frontier Committee

One of the happy couples in the city was Miss Minnie O. Boyd, who was married to Mr. Brown, of the Nashville News, last week.

Happy Thanksgiving Day for Young Paducah Couple

The Frontier Committee held a special Thanksgiving day party for young couples in the city, and Miss Minnie O. Boyd and Mr. Brown were among those who took part.
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One of the happy couples in the city was Miss Minnie O. Boyd, who was married to Mr. Brown, of the Nashville News, last week.
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Sentencing to Be Commuted to Life Imprisonment

BAYLOR UNIVERSITY
WITNESS SAYS UNION PACIFIC TRAIN WAS MONOPOLY

S. B. Utley, of the national railroad, was charged with the attempted obstruction of the French in rounding up the reports of the Grand Trunk Pacific Company in order to keep it out of the market for nearly six months. The railroad was accused of the attempt to monopolize the market for the Grand Trunk Pacific Company, which had been reported to have attempted to prevent the railroad from entering the market for nearly six months.

Robert Hitchens, author of "Old California," has written a book on the subject.

Some Players," by Arnie Leslie, is a novel which has been written and published in England. It is said to be a great writer who knows primitive and savagery.

In the 'Arctic, on the contrary, everything is to be had with difficulty, and the unfortunates must be resourceful in order to make the journey. A change of method is not necessary in order to arrive at the Pole, because of the ice and the narrow strip of land between the two countries. The unfortunates must be resourceful and patient in order to make the journey.

The story of the animal kingdom in the 'Arctic' is of great interest. The story of the animal kingdom in the 'Arctic', however, is not of great interest. The story of the animal kingdom in the 'Arctic' is not of great interest. The story of the animal kingdom in the 'Arctic' is not of great interest.
RIPPLERS PLAN BIG DEMONSTRATION FOR LATER.

Ruef Plans Big Demonstration for San Francisco.

Mr. Ruef, the present mayor of San Francisco, has planned a demonstration for the purpose of petitioning the legislature for a seaport to be located on the coast of California. This demonstration is planned for the day after the legislature convenes, and it will consist of a large number of persons who will carry a petition requesting a seaport to be located on the coast of California.

The demonstration is to be held in front of the state capitol, and it will be a large and impressive gathering. The mayor has requested the cooperation of all the city's political organizations in the demonstration, and he has asked for the support of the public in bringing attention to the need for a seaport on the coast of California.

The mayor believes that the demonstration will be successful, and he hopes that the legislature will hear the petition and take action on it. He believes that a seaport on the coast of California is necessary for the economic development of the state, and he is determined to see that the petition is given the attention it deserves.

The demonstration is expected to draw a large crowd, and it is to be held in the late afternoon. The mayor has asked for the cooperation of all the city's political organizations in the demonstration, and he has asked for the support of the public in bringing attention to the need for a seaport on the coast of California.

The demonstration is to be held in front of the state capitol, and it will be a large and impressive gathering. The mayor has requested the cooperation of all the city's political organizations in the demonstration, and he has asked for the support of the public in bringing attention to the need for a seaport on the coast of California.

The demonstration is expected to draw a large crowd, and it is to be held in the late afternoon. The mayor has asked for the cooperation of all the city's political organizations in the demonstration, and he has asked for the support of the public in bringing attention to the need for a seaport on the coast of California.

The demonstration is expected to draw a large crowd, and it is to be held in the late afternoon. The mayor has asked for the cooperation of all the city's political organizations in the demonstration, and he has asked for the support of the public in bringing attention to the need for a seaport on the coast of California.

The demonstration is expected to draw a large crowd, and it is to be held in the late afternoon. The mayor has asked for the cooperation of all the city's political organizations in the demonstration, and he has asked for the support of the public in bringing attention to the need for a seaport on the coast of California.

The demonstration is expected to draw a large crowd, and it is to be held in the late afternoon. The mayor has asked for the cooperation of all the city's political organizations in the demonstration, and he has asked for the support of the public in bringing attention to the need for a seaport on the coast of California.
The Mechanic & Farmers Savings Bank will move into its new quarters 210 Broadway Broadway Monday before the end of May. Young lady picked up the lines in the Broad- way Telephone Exchange.

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. M. ładnski were married this week.

The Paducah High school football team came out of yesterday's contest with a score of 6 to 5, in the presence of a large throng at the stadium.

Dr. David Retif is confirmed to have recovered from the effects of an operation. The shock which the doctor had been through in order to remove a piece of iron embedded in his leg.

The figures from New York State show that discontent is very widespread. The kind of discontent is expressed in the figures that show that a plurality of 175,000 in the state carried by Roosevelt in those districts polled marvelously well in a revolution in politics, and slow to anger. But once convinced, the people are finding out gradually which way to go, it is well known that most of the people are finding the same way that others have found.

The most successful蔬菜 in Kentucky are those who honestly and truly wish to be a success.

The most successful vegetables in Kentucky are those who honestly and truly wish to be a success.
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Friday
Millinery
Bulletin
LOT OF 100 AND
hoo- COLORED MILK
VELVETS
FRIDAY 45c
YARD
READY TO WEAR TRIMMED HATS
ALL AT SPECIAL
PRICES
FRIDAY

Harbour’s Department Store
NOTH THIRD STREET
Half-Square From Broadway

SUMS TO BE RAISED BY
STATIONS AND CIRCUITS

THE BOARD OF DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS APPOINTED TO
CIRCUI TS AND SEVERAL CONFERE NCE MEETINGS WHERE
ENCOURAGED TO MAKE INCREASED EFFORTS TO BE
MADE TO RAISE THE SUMS NEEDED FOR THE ELEVENTH STREET—MANY
OUT YESTERDAY FOR
THANKSGIVING WEEK.

During the Methodist conference of the Missouri State Conference, held at Ripley, Tenn., the body decided that the Paducah district, which is the largest district in the state, would contribute $2,000. The money will be raised by the local churches, which will divide the amount equally among the various churches in the district.

The Conference also established a committee to handle the money. The committee will meet with the treasurer of the district to ensure that the funds are used properly.

Friday Sale Today

Arrives at 9 a.m.; leaves at 6 p.m. Come early, stay all day if you like. We will entertain you from start to finish, with wonderful things. Eleven Big Departments all filled with Friday Bargains

NEW MOLLIES

Now is the time for you to fill your

Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal

Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent for Whiteside and
Agathe Cement. KING OF CEMENT.

H M. CUNNINGHAM

Phones: Otc 960, New 245.

THIRTEENTH AND ADAMS STREET
<table>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave Hooksin, M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave Minneapolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave St. Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave St. Louis</td>
</tr>
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RE WILL HAVE ON SALE
Both Phones 26.

My father's father in pan-

Lathen sad Sunday only. We padded,

Leggett's

Andy. 4-7.

att charge or deliver any sit Akin

—-n route to the Tennessee river.

1 o'clock.

After a tow if crushed cock.

iarting on her return that way.

he. Ile retires to -take a nauch-m.eded

Evansville yesterday and comes bad(

ceptain. of the- Morning Star. Capt

no ma:i had more warm friend, than

of North Sixth street."

They will reside here.

"Let Him Hang," Says

Jesse Glyde•Rumsey, the young han-

The estate being settled, necessitates

Mr. Roy W. laiKinoey, the com-

Miss sie Souder and Mr. Charles

Springs, Ky. She was the•snother of

Miss Katticrioe Price, of this city,

of the late Aattorney

Charles Watts of that city, who died

The state argued that the alleged

raid to have been a Mr. Slaulton, and

for the fourteen years he had been

M. M. Richey, of the Southern rail-

President Samuel Spencer, of the

Book Sale Extra-Ordinary
SELSIONS DO NOT HEAR HOP SUCH VALUES
AND NEVER BEFORE, UNPADIACUH
SELSIONS DO YOU SEE OF SUCH VALUES AND
NEVER BEFORE IN PAPERS.

Thousands of the pressmen, question and keep publishers with

the effort to shape books and find the times for Christmas reader

We are offering the six biggest sellers books in the United

SALE BEGINS MONDAY, NOV. 12
D. E. WILSON
The Book and Music Man
At Harbours Department Store

Subscribe For The Register

FOR THEBEST COAL ON THE MARKET

Genuine

COAL

PITTTSBURG

West Kentucky Coal Co.

Office and Elevator up ^& 0.

R. W. WILKER CO.

Pleasure

Our

PURE GUM

SEAMLESS

HOT WATER BOTTLES

AND

MOUNTAIN STRONGS

ARE

SOLD

AT

HIGH

RESPECTFUL

FOR

OUR

LOCAL

RESPECTFUL

THE

SUBSCRIPTION

OUR

P-R-U-N-

YOUR

THE

LORD
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AT

ALL

AMERICAN

OF

Raffles

OUR
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